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Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
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Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (Jan 2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Don’t Forget
Those Who Serve
I just spent the weekend hosting
M.J. Rogers as a guest coach for
the archers in this area. I wanted
M.J. to come to work with one of
my more ambitious archers in particular, but since he was coming
out, we might as well put him to
work. It turned out that since he
and my student agreed to work for
four hours on Friday evening, it
was relatively easy to book M.J. for
all of Saturday and Sunday morning, too. All I had to do was “be
there” but at the end of the weekend I was as pooped as if I had participated in a two-day shoot.
Now that I am certifyably “long
in the tooth” I find myself shooting
very little but coaching and judging
a lot. One of the things we teach
our young archers, when they are
attending their first shoots is to go
around and thank the tournament
organizers and judges. We think
this is a good practice for adults,
too. Don’t forget those who serve.
In this issue we introduce yet
another new archer-writer to you:
Barry O’Regan. I used to be asked
quite often, “Where do you find
your authors?” Now that we rarely
attend trade shows, I find authors
(or they find me) mostly through
the Internet. I follow a number of
archery blogs which often quote
other blogs or tout various products. I follow up on those, usually
asking for an article in the
process.

I also often ask manufacturers to
write about their own products
(who knows them better?). I just
saw an ad for a product called the
“Peep Eliminator” in one of the
many other archery magazines I
scan so I asked them to write an
article for AFm about it. Like many
small companies, they didn’t want
the distraction, so they sent me one
for me to write a review. Add one
more thing to my “to do” list.
I have been trying to get the
Mybo people to write about their
new lightweight recurve riser, but
they haven’t returned either of my
two emails.
Also, on the book publishing
side, I would like to bring Al Henderson’s Peak Performance Archery,
the only archery coaching book in
English when we started our publishing company, back into print.
But I can’t find any of Al’s heirs to
get the rights to republish what is a
quite fine archery coaching book. If
any of you know how to contact any
of Al’s children, I will really appreciate your passing that information
along to me.
So, to make a long rambling
story shorter, I ask for a lot of
things and I get a few along the
way. Consequently I am oh, so
grateful to Tom Dorigatti and
Larry Wise and Bob Ryder who
continue to deliver interesting articles for you to read. If you have
something to say, please do not
hesitate to let me know. You will

not have to put up your first born
male child as collateral or do anything satanic. I will walk you
though the process and pay you at
the end. You might even enjoy it!
Getting back to Barry O’Regan,
Barry has written a wonderful article on how to restore old selfbows,
not just to be beautiful “wall hangers,” but to full shooting shape.
Tom Dorigatti continues his
trip through the thicket of compound equipment, this time he is
writing about launcher rests with the
support of none other than Freddie
Troncoso. (If you are a compound
archer and don’t know who Freddie
Troncoso is, shame on you!).
Larry Wise has provided the
first part of a two-parter on arrow
trajectories and Joe Marzullo continues to educate us on FOC, this
time providing tools that will help us
all to use the information we learn.
Bob Ryder reminds all of us
coaches of how important “finding
the positive” is and I chip in with a
piece on why you should always
center your groups on a target
when you practice (well, almost
always).
And, as usual, the AER folks
chip in with articles (one for
archers, one for coaches), this time
on having guest coaches.
Enjoy!
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Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level III
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament Director for over 25 National Archery
Championships, including National Indoor,
Target, and Field Championships, past VicePresident and member of the NAA Board of
Governors, past Chairman and Executive
Committee Member of the College Division of
the NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
He is currently Head Coach of the James
Madison University Archery Team which has
produced 42 All-Americans, 16 National
Champions, 23 National Team Titles and 14
World Champions during his tenure.

Barry O’Regan says “I have been an outdoorsman, and active archer for over 40 years.
My home is in Burnaby, British Columbia. I
compete in 3-D archery shoots, shooting new
and vintage Recurve and Longbows, and
Compound bows. I compete throughout
British Columbia and Washington State.I am
also a Pro Field Staffer for various Archery
Manufacturers.”
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been hunting with a bow and arrow since he was 10 years
old. Although bowhunting was his primary
objective, target archery quickly took a front seat
for the times when hunting season wasn’t open.
Tom has been a member of the National Field
Archery Association for 45 years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in
no fewer than 37 states, as well as Guam and
the Azores. He has also been involved in managing archery leagues and tournaments up to
and including NFAA Sectional events since
1968. He is a NFAA/USA Archery Certified
Level 3 instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season,
Tom can be found either at the archery range or
out on a road bicycle or trike.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the participants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

Joe Marzullo has been shooting arrows since
he was 14. He previously just shot 3-D competitions at an amateur level. He invented the
Tilt Tamer in 2009. In 2010 to prove that his
invention worked, for the first time ever he
started shooting and competing in field, FITA
and indoor archery. Competitions: (2012)
NFAA New England Outdoor Sectional
(Field) 1st Place; Connecticut Senior Games
1st Place; Massachusetts Senior Games 1st
Place; CAA (Connecticut Archery Association)
Indoor Open (450 Vegas) 1st place; CAA
(Connecticut Archery Association) Outdoor
Open (600) 1st Place; CAA (Connecticut
Archery Association) State Field Archery 1st
place; CAA (Connecticut Archery Association)
2012 Shooter of the Year.
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The Story of the Rest
and Some of
The Rest of the Story
by Tom Dorigatti
I’ve wandered quite a way from my transition
from being primarily a bow hunter to being a devout
target archer. While every single place I’ve lived and
competed has had an impact on my archery development, the equipment evolution also directly affected
me. While so few of today’s equipment designs are
really “new,” there is a lot of it that is “improved.” I’m
of the belief that something cannot be new and
improved at the same time.
Many of the current trends in archery equipment
are not really new at all; they are just older ideas that
have been dusted off, recycled, “improved,” and packaged better. In this article, you will see not only the
similarities to things past, but also the improvements
(or lack thereof ) made in . . . arrow rests.
This is the last in a series of three articles to cover
arrow rests and the cyclic tendencies with regard to
their use. Attempting to
cover this in only one or
even two articles was next
to impossible in that there
are literally hundreds of
designs that, while similar,
have subtle and even distinct differences. And
those differences do affect the techniques employed
while shooting using those rests. Because of that I will
deal mostly with the arrow rests that I have personal
experience with. I’m not getting into who made what
first, patent rights, manufacturers’ rights or any of
that. The items are as they are and it really doesn’t
matter who did what when; those topics are beyond
the scope of this article and beyond the scope of my

“Autobowography.”
This article will deal with some arrow rest innovations that came about as a result of the use of the
release aid with both recurved bows and compound
bows in the early-to-mid 1970’s. One of these designs
has withstood the test of time and many of them purchased in the later 1970s and into the 1980’s are still
in service today! These were all brought about through
the dedication and ingenuity of a “Master of Launcher
Arrow Rests,” none other than Freddie Troncoso of
Golden Key (Golden Key morphed into Golden KeyFutura, with some of those designs taken over by
Spott-Hogg). You will see these types of arrow rests
from the basic design to the more adjustable designs,
and then on to arrow rests that even could be set up as
fall-away arrow rests. As important as these arrow rest
designs are the huge variety of launcher arms that are
able to be fitted to all these
arrow rests in a “flash” and
tuned very easily indeed
may be even more important. Read on for what I
hope to be a very enjoyable
walk through my experiences with launcher rests.
This is only a sampling of what will be contained in
my “Autobowography,” so settle in and enjoy the travels back in time even though you’ll be traveling in the
present as well. Freddie’s “innovations” have withstood
the test of time and have been tried and tested over
and over again, resulting in only minor changes to
their initial structures. There are many variants of
other arrow rest designs that Freddie revolutionized,

The Master of
Launcher Rests:
Freddie Troncoso
of Golden Key
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The Original Golden Key Steel Pacesetter Arrow Rest

but the most important are his patented launcher
blade arrow rests, the main subjects of this article.
The First launcher Rests from Freddie Troncoso

The launcher blade style arrow rest (see photo above)
was created and invented (at least to my knowledge)
by Freddie Troncoso of Golden Key. The arrow rest
pictured, however is not the first design that Golden
Key sold in the early 1970’s.
The Flexible Plastic Pacesetter Launcher Rest The
first launcher blade arrow rest I remember using wasn’t made out of steel; it was made out of a thick, slick
plastic with a plastic backer blade to help give it support. Unfortunately, I’m unable to come up with photos of the plastic model, but rest assured, the arrow
rest in the photo looks exactly the same as the plastic
one I first purchased and used back then. They were
the same length, same width, and of the same dimensions as the later designed Pacesetter with steel blade
(the one pictured). Most of us didn’t bother trimming
them down because with proper nocking point location the back of the arrow was clearing the flexible
blade anyway and if you had proper nock rotation and
set all your arrows in that orientation, grouping was
excellent. The “Golden Key” was getting consistent
contact with each and every arrow you shot out of the
bow and off the launcher; not absolute and total clearance. Remember, folks, the bows were not shooting
speeds of much over 220 fps, if that! D-loops weren’t
the craze, carbon arrows didn’t exist, and Dacron B50 was the “god-send” of bow string materials
(Kevlar, the next synthetic bow string material, was
just around the corner). Nylon and more commonly
monofilament center servings were the “in” thing.
Index nocks or Bjorn nocks were the most commonArchery Focus

ly used arrow nocks (Bjorn nocks cost $5.00 for a
hundred nocks; in today’s dollars that amounts to
$27.47), and all of them were “glue on nocks” on an
aluminum arrow with a “nock taper” for fitting the
nock onto the arrow. Many of us “squared” or “evened
up” the tapers to get them as consistently straight as
possible, because a crooked nock was a common problem and drastically affected accuracy, as it should. Of
course, a discussion of arrow nocks is for a future article, so enough of that for now.
The Pacesetter Steel Launcher Arrow Rest We soon
discovered that the plastic blade, while it worked just
great, wasn’t providing a long enough life and wore
down quickly. Also, in spite of being able to use varying lengths of plastic under support arms, if a person
was shooting heavier/stiffer arrows with heavy points,
the blades were simply too flexible and didn’t provide
support to the arrow and grouping thus suffered.
Freddie came to the rescue with the Pacesetter Steel
Launcher Blade. If I recall, the Pacesetter “steel” rest
came with the longer support arm installed. I don’t
remember when shorter support arms came about,
but I do remember either making different lengths of
support arms and/or purchasing them. They were easy
to make out of steel shim stock of varying thicknesses. Some of us even bought steel feeler gauges (they
had single holes already drilled in them) and built our
own customized launcher blades! The tough part was
cutting the shim stock so that the existing hole(s) in
the shim stock were in the center. That way things
Continued on Next Page

The Golden Key Original Steel Pacesetter Arrow Rest assembled with
the short support arm (see arrow)
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were “even Steven” when you mounted the blade on
the holder arm (see photo bottom of previous page).
Got a Problem? Write Freddie

The figure on the facing page is a reprint of a response
to a question regarding which releases will be legal at
the NFAA National Tournament. This article was
published in the May 1972 version of the NFAA’s
“Archery” magazine. Yes, I know that the article doesn’t relate directly to launcher arrow rests, but it certainly has a bearing on the development of the release aids
and the upcoming future development of arrow rests
that are designed for use with said release aids, such as
the then-popular launcher style arrow rests. Those of
you that are relatively new to the sport may well appreciate this particular article, and may well also appreciate just how long the trusty Bitzenberger Dial-o-Fletch
fletching jig has been around! Read Freddie’s article for
its content and for your enjoyment. I will not be discussing its contents in this article.
To pique your interests even further, I’ve included
another “What’s your Problem” article written by
Freddie Troncoso. It is mostly for those of you new to
the game who may well appreciate where this all
started and how far we’ve come with release aids!
Imagine shooting a recurved bow with this “pegstyle” rope release aid, holding the full weight of the

bow of 35-40# plus, and shooting 56 field targets in a
single day while using this type of release aid! Again,
no discussion necessary, but historically important!
Take a gander at how long True Flight Feathers has
been around, too.
The Golden Key Premier Arrow Rest,
Along with Other Brands

I could likely write an entire book about the various
styles of launchers I’ve personally used over the years.
As I stated earlier, my articles and my
“Autobowography” are not written as fully documented and researched materials as to who invented what,
who did what when, and in the exact order the items
were put onto the market. Frankly, I don’t think you
really care about the who or the when, but many of
you are interested in perhaps what has/had been available in the past, and just how or why today’s items are
on the market, many of which are still on the market
some 40 years later, some with minimal or no “design
improvements” made along the way.
I hope you noticed in the first photo that the
Pacesetter launcher blade was secured to the launcher
arm with a single screw. The launcher arm holder was
also mounted to the bow with a single screw too; just
as most are to this very day (with few exceptions). The
Text Continued on Page 11

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Facsimile of a Freddie Troncoso article, May, 1972 (reprinted with
permission from Freddie Troncoso)

Got a Problem Write Freddie- Unknown Release Inventor (reprinted
with permission from Freddie Troncoso)
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An assortment of single hole Golden Key launcher blades

narrow slot in the blade holder made it tough to get
both the launcher blade and whatever length of support arm you chose to use into it. Tightening the
screw pretty much secured the blade from lateral
movement. What is so “cool” about these launcher
blade holders is that over the years, they have all fit
into the Golden Key arrow rests, Spott-Hogg arrow
rests, and many other arrow rests that use a launcher
style blade or even prong-style launchers! I don’t have
a clue if this was by design or pure happenstance; I
just know that they have been interchangeable for
years, and I, for one, made good use of this interchangeability to try different launcher blades out of
the Golden Premiers, Spott Hoggs, Limb Drivers, and
many other brands. Let’s take a look now, at these
launcher blades and then bring you up to date with
some newer developments in launcher blade designs
and materials. See the photo above for an assortment
of these interchangeable blades I’ve accumulated and
worked with over the years.
The Golden Key Pacesetter

The first Pacesetters were of one thickness and one
“wide” shape. The Pacesetter Steel depicted has a blade
Archery Focus

thickness of, would you ever guess, 0.010˝! The support arm underneath, which we archers trimmed to
various lengths, or bent away from the main launcher
blade by guess and by golly was also 0.010˝. Today,
there are launcher blades available in various widths
and thicknesses. Most blade makers offer wide, narrow, and “super narrow” blades, with one hole or two
hole, and in thicknesses of 0.008˝, 0.010˝, and 0.012˝.
Some shooters currently use support arms under the
blade, but most do not; opting instead to adjust the
angle of the blade to help “stiffen or weaken” its reaction to the impact of the arrow’s launch. Back when
the Pacesetter and the subsequent Golden Premier first
came on the scene, there was no such thing as a carbon arrow, and 24xx, 25xx, 26xx, and 27xx diameter
aluminum arrows were still many years away from
development. Even to this day, many shooters are
shooting a launcher blade with a thickness of . . . you
guessed it, 0.010˝!
The photos below depict part of my arsenal of
launcher blades I have used and accumulated over the
years. One-holers were prevalent in the beginning
and then within the past 20 years or so, two hole
Continued on the Next Page
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mounted launcher blades have gained in popularity.
Some manufacturers have also made brand specific
launcher blades to fit their arrow rests, but it wasn’t
long before there were off-shoots of those launcher
blades in different configurations, too.
The photo immediately below shows the Original
Pacesetter Steel blade. This one has a long support arm
mounted under the Wide Pacesetter Steel blade.
Another adjustment besides the angle of the blade
and the length of the support arm was to bend the
support arm away from the main launcher blade in
small amounts until you found the sweet spot for
what support your arrow needed to give the best and
most consistent groupings at short and long distances.
One bad thing about this was, however, trying to
avoid the tendency of bending it one direction and
then back again several times. This practice almost
always led to premature support arm cracking and/or
breakage, often at the most inopportune time!
The next photo shows the Pacesetter Hunter

A Golden Key Pacesetter Hunter launcher blade

range on the Vegas 450 round. At Vegas, however, I
didn’t fare so well, but it wasn’t the fault of the Golden
Key Premier rest with the Golden Key Pacesetter
Hunter blade. (It was more about numerous “operator
errors.” You know, you point ’em “out,” they normally
go “out.”). No surprise to this author: I always shot
better with my correctly spined small diameter aluminum arrows, mostly the 1713 or 1814 X-7’s. I’ve
never performed well score-wise with fat shafts, but I
keep trying. The king of piddle continues to piddle.
The Golden Premier
and its Available Launcher Blades

Golden Key Original Steel Pacesetter Arrow Rest with both long and
short support arms. You can see from the short one that we often
“adjusted” the lengths of these. It was hit and miss at best.

launcher blade made for hunting arrows. This blade
offered better support than the original Pacesetter
Steel for heavier hunting shafts with way heavier
points installed. You should also notice the narrow
style launcher and deep, but narrow “V” of this blade.
I think there was even a thick black plastic model of
this, but I don’t have any to show you. Hunters back
then mostly used either 5˝ full helical feathers, or full
helical 5˝ vanes. Everyone used fixed blade broadheads, too. I used this particular blade style on a
Barner ST-111 fall-away, shooting with 2512 arrows
and it was very effective and accurate. In addition, I
also used it on a Golden Premier rest to shoot indoor
leagues and also at a Vegas tournament while using
very long and heavy 2413 aluminum arrows. My
league scores were very good, mostly in the 442-448
12

It wasn’t awfully long before launcher blade rests
became extremely popular, but in the interim, other
types of arrow rests came along as well. I was a devout
springie rest fan for years, and even after the Golden
Premier by Golden Key came along, I bought a couple of them, but kept shooting my springie rest for
quite some time.
The Golden Key Premier, Golden Premier, and
much later the Infiniti arrow rest, in my opinion are
among the best designed, fool-proof, and most
adjustable arrow rests on the market; certainly ranking
in the top 5 of all time (my opinion). The Golden Key
Premier was top of the line when Golden Key came
out with it, and has continued to be all the way to the
current versions, the Spot Hogg Premier and Infiniti
arrow rests (same exact rest, different name on it is all,
says “Spott Hogg” instead of “Golden Key-Futura”).
It has adjustable travel vertically and horizontally. It
has virtually unlimited adjustment for the angle of the
launcher blade. It has adjustable tension for either
locking the blade down (if you use a flexible blade), or
Archery Focus

you can lighten up the pressure to where it will only
hold the arrow in the full up position at full draw, or
anywhere in between. It even can be easily turned into
a fall away arrow rest by turning the spring the opposite direction and using cable activation by connecting
an “arm” to the launcher blade support. The launcher
blade support is interchangeable with nearly every
other arrow rest on the market. Thus, if you want to
use Golden Key’s launcher arms, you can . . . or you
can use Limb Driver, Barner ST-111, or any of a host
of others that use those types of launcher blade holders; they all will fit the Golden Key or the Spott Hogg
Premier, Golden Premier, and Infiniti arrow rests.
So much for the Golden Key Premier arrow rest
itself, and its adjustability and durability. The “blade”
is where the action is, and this arrow rest accommodates them all!

medium weight fishing pole loop. I had widened it
out just a nudge from stock and it took only moments
to tune in super tight groups at 65 yards. My scores
didn’t suffer at all, and my x-counts on field and
hunter rounds went up by quite a few over what I was
shooting with the springie rests or the Barner. So, I
stuck with that combination (for a while, read on).

Golden Key “Fishing Pole Loop” Launcher Blades

These particular blades became quite popular sometime around 1989-1991 or so, give or take a few years.
In spite of me being a devout springie rest fan, I just
had to give the Golden Premier arrow rest a try when
I saw these fishing pole loop launchers came as part
of the package deal. What else could the “King of
Tinkerers” say? There were three “thicknesses” of
fishing loop launchers, one obviously for lighter
weight arrows (carbon arrows had just started making
the scene; they were unreliable, but AFC carbon
arrows were available, soon to be followed by
Bemans). There were also the medium weight loops
and heavy weight loops (made a tad wider for the “fat
shafts” of the day – 2512’s. I had little success shooting 2512’s off of either the medium weight fishing
loop or the heavy weight fishing loop. The best success I had, however was with outdoor shooting with
my trusty 1714 aluminum X-7’s and 7% points off the

Golden Key Fish Loop launchers; note the different wire diameters
Archery Focus

A Golden Key Premier rest with Fishing Loop launcher

The Bad Thing About Fishing Pole Loops, Learned
the Hard Way Everything that has a single bolt or a
screw as the point of attachment has a weak spot. And
so it was with the Fishing Loop launcher. It has one
and only one screw that holds the fishing loop assembly inside the support arm, one screw. I shot for several months without incident using the fishing loop
launcher. I had known enough to secure that single
screw very tightly, but not so tight as to damage or
bend the launcher arm. I had shot several 28 target
scores well into the 550’s, and had also shot 14-target
scores in the 275-278 range. One fine and dandy day,
I was out shooting for score, and had one of those
days when everything clicked; I felt like I couldn’t
miss the X-ring, let alone the 5-ring. I got to the last
target on that particular 14-target unit and was clean
with something like 44 X’s with 4 shots to go. The last
target? Oh, it was a 40 yard shot, flat as a pancake,
and totally out of the wind, too. I shot my first arrow
nearly dead center into the X. The second arrow was
to the left barely catching the bull. I drew back the
third arrow, and it seemed shaky as I drew it back. I
came to anchor just fine; the sight settled perfectly,
and to my amazement, when the shot broke, the
arrow went sailing out into the 3-ring dead to the left!
Continued on the Next Page
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I was thinking that there was no way that I shot that
arrow out there. I checked my sight to make sure it
was snug and that the windage hadn’t shifted. I found
nothing loose. However, when I went to draw up the
fourth arrow, it came off the arrow rest to the outside
as I began to draw it back. I let it down, put the arrow
back on the launcher and tried to draw again, and the
arrow fell off the arrow rest to the outside again. That
led me to really look more closely at the launcher. To
my surprise, the launcher wasn’t broken but rather it
was angled away from the sight window and there was
no way an arrow was going to be drawn back with the
launcher at that angle! What had happened was that
because of my lack of being “ProActive,” I hadn’t
checked the tightness of that one single screw that
locked down that fishing loop launcher to the support
arm. The locking screw had gradually come loose, and
just happened to loosen enough to “let go” at that critical moment in time. All I had to do was to re-tighten that single screw, and the fishing pole launcher
re-centered itself automatically due to the divot created on the launcher by the set screw. Once tightened,
I checked to make sure the loop was in the proper
position, drew back that fourth shot, and drilled the
center of the X. It was a great 278 half, but should, if

I had been checking things like I’m supposed to, have
been that elusive perfect 14-target unit score of 280.
I’d shot way more than 14 “20’s” in a row in the past
and even beyond this faux pas, but hadn’t shot a perfect 280 on any “one” 14-target unit. I repeat: all
equipment that has a single set screw or locking screw
for any purpose has a weak link and bears to be
checked frequently for its positioning and tightening,
and marked so that you can tell at a glance if it has
moved or not. “ProActive Archery” in practice, folks.
(see the previous two photos)
The Golden Key Prong Style Launcher Platform

Prong-style launchers are to this day, very popular
with bow hunters, but never really took off for use on
the target front. I used a Golden Key Prong Style
Launcher rest on my hunting bow, but only for a short
time. I didn’t like putting my cock feather down and
expect it to slip through the narrow opening between
the prongs. In addition, the prong style came off
immediately after the incident above. Why? It is simple: there is only one screw holding each of the prongs
in place. I still see a lot of bowhunters today who utilize prong-style rests and still see a lot of Premiers and
other brands that use the two pronged systems.

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning-to-intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a
new offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on
the full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in
the making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics, and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as
well as five major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching
profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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However, the advent of the fall away arrow rests is
shattering the market for prong-style arrow rests at
the present time (see photo below). The “prongs” are
being replaced with “full containment” arrow rest systems on a fall away platform.
It wasn’t long after “the incident” described above

sight settings and made fine adjustments and went on
my merry way. I never returned to the fishing loop (see
photo below).

A Modified Golden Key Pacesetter Steel launcher arm

The Golden Key ‘Nail’ Launcher Blade
The Golden Key Prong Style launcher arm

that I removed the fishing loop launcher. I mounted
various iterations of cut and trimmed original
Pacesetter steel blades. Those too, were simple to
tune, and if I recall correctly, I simply adjusted the
arrow rest so that the trimmed launcher blade
matched positioning with the fishing loop, checked

“The Nail” type of launcher blade did have some popularity among shooters who were shooting smaller
diameter arrows and didn’t like flexible blade launchers. Of course, “the nail,” along with the FT Special (a
very, very stiff lizard tongue type of blade) required the
Premier, Golden Premier, or Infiniti rests to be set to
utilize some “give” or “flex” in their tension setting to
Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Topics Include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why
it is imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and
balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice
effectively, how compound bows mislead beginners, how to use video,
what’s wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and
much more. More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published in any form.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
244 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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help the back of the arrow clear the stiff launcher.
Most shooters set this up so that if when the arrow was
on the launcher blade and the shooter pressed the
launcher and arrow to the full down position and let
go, the arrow would not bounce off the launcher. If it
bounced off it was set to stiff, and obviously if the
arrow launcher didn’t return to the full up position,
then the rest was set too soft (almost). Many shooters
would go one click past the fully recovery setting and
tune to that with rest height (nor nocking point movement). Some shooters however set it light and wanted
the arrow to be in the full up position while at full
draw and they tuned from that setting. This rest had
that much versatility built into it (see the next photo)

was held in place by . . . you got it . . . one set screw!
It was also round, so you had to make darned sure you
were positioning the launcher correctly before you
tightened the set screw. If you over-tightened the set
screw before making sure you were properly set, then
the screw ground a slot into the launcher and it would
never sit properly.
Well, long story short, me, being the “King of the
Tinkerers” just had to try this thing on a Golden Key
Premier. It just so happens that the NAP “Quad
Launcher” fits perfectly into the hole on the mounting arm used for the Fishing Loop launcher arm! More
of that Golden Key interchangeability at work! Of
course, this time I knew that I had many launcher
holders available, so that I could properly set and
tighten a particular size of launcher “V” onto a given
holder and have it lined up properly and then tighten
the rat down big time. The NAP “Quad Launcher”
worked out quite well and I shot some really good
scores with it during its short tenure on a spare bow.
However the “one screw” scenario was always in the
back of my mind, so I never shot with this combination of arrow rest during any competition. Woe is me
(see the next photo)!

A Golden Key Premier Rest with Nail Launcher

A Golden Premier Rest
with NAP “Quad Launcher”?

Many years ago, before the onslaught of fall away
arrow rests, NAP came out with an adjustable tension
arrow rest quite similar to the Golden Key Premier.
The NAP, however wasn’t as easy to adjust, but you
could adjust it laterally. To adjust it vertically, you
basically were adjusting the angle of the launcher, so
you had to tune “nocking point” by physically moving
the nocking point on the string (or the D-loop).
However one nice feature about this model of NAP
rest was that it had 4 different widths of “V’s” in the
launcher that accommodated anything from the
“knitting needle” shaft diameters on up to the “fat
shafts.” This was accomplished simply by rotating the
launcher to line up a different “V” size to match what
you wanted to use with your size of arrow shaft. I shot
well with the NAP rest but, once again, that Launcher
16

A Golden Key Premier with NAP Multi Size launcher arm

A Vast Array of Launcher Arms and Shapes that
Will Fit on the Golden Key (or Spott-Hogg Premier,
Golden Premier, or Infiniti Arrow Rests)

The next two photos show an array of launcher blades
that will fit/work on the subject arrow rests. There are
even more that will work, but I don’t have the photos
or an inkling as to how to dig them all up! Use your
ingenuity and imagination, if you will.
Archery Focus

A Golden Premier with various launcher arms and shapes

sag, and longer life than spring steel. The composite
launchers are available in three widths, X-Narrow,
Narrow, and Wide. You can get either one-hole or
two-hole models in the three widths. They only come
in one thickness, however, that being 0.012˝. They
claim that their launchers are “kind to carbons” and
that extensive testing with this composite clearly
showed that the 0.012˝ thickness will work best with
all shaft weights. I purchased the narrow and the wide
two-holed models, and once again, they will fit any
two-hole model arrow rest (they are especially adaptable to Trophy Taker arrow rests), including the
Spott-Hogg, or Golden Key two-holed launcher
blade holders. In addition, they fit my Hamskea Versa
Rest perfectly too. The holes in the Launchtec blades
match exactly to the BEST and other brands of two
holed steel launcher blades. I had my order of launcher blades in four days after paying via PayPal, and that
was coming all the way from England. Once again,
me being the “King of Tinkerers,” I just had to try
them and frankly, I’m pleasantly surprised by their
performance and resilience. I’ve tried them on my
Hamskea Versa Rest that is set in fall-away mode and
also tried the Launchtecs in the locked down mode
and the Launchtec blades work as advertised.
Here is the link to their web-site:
www.launchtec.co.uk Check them out. You will be
surprised and impressed.
The Golden Key 3-D Rover Arrow Rest

A Golden Key Premier with various two-holed modern launcher blades

Launchtec
Aerospace Epoxy Composite Launcher Blades

You will note that there are two “red” colored launcher blades in the photos above, and most of you won’t
recognize them at all. They are shaped only slightly
different than the BEST blades or the other brands of
steel launcher blades, but they accomplish the same
tasks and fit the launcher arms in the same manner.
These are “new to the market” launcher blades made
in England. They are made of Aerospace quality
epoxy composite that has higher resonant frequency
than spring steel. According to the manufacturer,
these composite blades provide consistent performance, less chatter on the draw (by my experience
they are extremely smooth and “bounce” free), less
Archery Focus

The Golden Key 3-D Rover arrow rest is yet another
solid Golden Key arrow rest. Obviously it is designed
more specifically for bow hunting and 3-D target
shooting. While it has a lateral adjustment for centershot, vertical adjustments are accomplished by adjusting an Allen screw and lock nut which adjusts the
angle of the prongs or Launcher blade you have
installed. There are 4 mounting holes to allow for forward/back movement of the arrow rest for torquetuning. Oh, you didn’t know torque tuning isn’t
“new”? Well it simply wasn’t called torque-tuning
when we moved the arrow rests back and forth to help
tighten our groups or “adjust” our arrow overhang/nodes (or to cover our mistakes of cutting our
arrows off a tad too short). Any way, the 3-D Rover
came with two widths of “short” FT Special launcher
blades that have two mounting holes in them. The
bad thing about the shorter blades is that they are
exclusive to the 3-D Rover and won’t fit other arrow
rests; at least none that I’ve seen or tried, that is. One
Continued on the Next Page
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other bad thing is that those prongs have . . . only one
screw locking them in place. Another item that concerns me is the minimal amount of clearance above
the horizontal arm of the rest if you orient your cock
vane/feather downwards while using the prongs. If
you are using the short FT Special blades, then vane
orientation isn’t a problem. You can also adjust the
arrow rest vertical tension, just like the Premier,
Golden Premier, or Infiniti. It is a solid and reliable
arrow rest just like all of the Golden Key, Golden
Key-Futura, and now Spott-Hogg arrow rests have
always been (see photo below).

A Golden Premier on Hoyt Contender Elite with BEST .010 narrow
blade

A Golden Key 3-D Rover with various launchers

“Old” Arrow Rest on a “New” Bow

The next photo shows an “old” Golden Key Premier
arrow rest (from around 1992 or so) mounted on a new
Hoyt Pro Contender Elite. The shooter is using a BEST
narrow 0.010˝ thick blade that is mounted on a two
holed Golden Key launcher arm. The arrow rest fits the
Tec Riser or any other riser just fine, even as “old” as
this style of arrow rest is. My Premiers that I purchased
in the early 1990’s are still serviceable to this day, and
obviously this “old” arrow rest is working to perfection
on this 2014 Hoyt bow (see photo above right).
Conclusion

So you now have yet another piece of “The Story of the
Rest and Some of the Rest of the Story.” This article is
but a small sample of what will be contained in my
“Autobowography” (coming soon). We have discussed
only a couple of arrow rest designs, but the myriad of
“accessories” that fit those few arrow rest designs is
mesmerizing. Each iteration of the “same thing, only
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different” can be put to the test, and has been put to the
test over and over and over again. Launcher blades fell
out of favor to springie rests; which fell out of favor to
adjustable launcher rests; that fell a bit out of favor to
fall-aways (still going strong and more styles and types
come out almost weekly). Now, the majority of top
echelon target shooters world-wide have, after some 40
years, come full circle and are predominately shooting .
. . launcher style blade rests. The same basic premise
and design as Freddie Troncoso came up with in the
early 1970’s and has come back full circle and with vim,
vigor, vitality and yes, some improvements. Where
Freddie had pretty much only one thickness of blade,
there are now at least three. Some shooters are still
using support arms under their thinner blades, others
want that sag to help the back of the arrow clear the
arm upon loose. Yet, when it comes down to it, a
launcher arm is a launcher arm . . . or is it? Compound
archers today have so very many options it makes it so
difficult to decide what will or won’t work. It makes it
difficult to decide even “if ” something is working or
not because we are always, in the backs of our minds
wondering, “Gee, I wonder if that style of blade would
be better than this one?” Or, at least those of you contending with “the King of Piddle” are always on the
verge of doing, right? Who’d have ever thought even
two years ago that composite epoxy launcher blades
would ever be made? Composite epoxy release aids?
NAH, or maybe. . . ?
It will be time to change gears for my next article
as I continue to give you a smattering of what is to
come in my “Autobowography.” To entice you just a
bit on where we will go next time around, below is an
article written by none other than Freddie Troncoso
in his “Got a Problem? Write Freddie” series of artiArchery Focus

cles from NFAA’s Archery magazine, April, 1972.
This shows you that your problem isn’t something
new at all. Chances are it has been written about, not
only by Freddie, but likely by Bob Ragsdale, Larry
Wise, Dean Pridgen, Gene Lueck, or any of a host of
other “old timers” who have dealt with what ails us
many times over. After reading what is in Freddie’s
column, where do you think I am heading next with
regard to the history of archery over the past 50 years?
Special Thanks

Before I finish up, I need to give some very special
thanks for the contributions of Freddie Troncoso to
this article. Without his expertise, dedication, and contribution of those three articles contained in this article
(and more to come, folks) things would not be as fun
or informative for me to write and for you to read.
Where would we be without Freddie’s contribution of launcher arrow rests, the Vision of Golden Key,
and the relationship with Spott-Hogg over the years?
I wonder what may have happened with the
advancement of this great sport had Freddie not been
so innovative. Freddie didn’t stop with arrow rests; oh
no.! He was into release aids from the very beginning;
he was even into broadheads for hunting, too. Freddie
and Golden Key-Futura even had many prototypes of
arrow rests that have never been into production. In
my mind, Freddie will always be, among other things,
“The Master of Launcher Arrow Rests.”

My sincere thanks and appreciation go out to
Freddie Troncoso, an octogenarian of great expertise,
experience, who still has an undying love and passion
for the game of archery!
Good shooting, Tom Dorigatti

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Front of Center:
All the Basics
by Joseph H. Marzullo
Before we discuss the effects of front-of-center
balance (FOC) of your arrows, it’s important to discuss
some terms and definitions. Then I will review the
FOC survey results and reveal the correct answers.
Some Definitions

1. Center of Gravity The point at which the entire
weight of a body may be considered as concentrated so that if supported at this point the body
would remain in equilibrium in any position. The
center of gravity of an arrow is measured with consideration to all mass; therefore any dimensions
must be obtained using the arrow with all components installed. Airplanes, rockets and arrows in
flight rotate about their centers of gravity.
2. Effects of Gravity on an Arrow Gravity is not a force
per se but the source of forces. The acceleration of
an object due to gravity near the earth’s surface is
the same for all objects regardless of their mass.
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Because the acceleration of gravity is constant
(roughly) the bigger the mass, the bigger the force:
a = F / m = constant. So a heavy hunting arrow
(higher m) will experience a larger force of gravity
(higher F) but its acceleration downward will be
the same as a light target arrow.
So why do we think heavy objects fall faster?
It is because there are other variables. Time in
flight is the primary consideration when determining an arrow’s trajectory, a secondary consideration is the arrow’s ballistic qualities, and this
involves the arrow’s diameter, length, fletching
design plus your location and altitude. (The reason
your location is involved is because the force is calculated based upon the separation of the center of
mass of the two attracting objects. Since the Earth
is one and the arrow is the other, if you are on a
high mountain, you are farther from the center of
mass of the Earth than is you were at sea level.
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These differences are small, so we can ignore them
for general purposes.
3. Fletching Arrows must be stable in flight; they
must be able to fly in a smooth, predictable fashion. An unstable arrow may wobble or fly erratically in undesirable directions. Fletchings help stabilize the arrow. They are lightweight extensions
made of plastic or feathers and attached to the
exterior of the arrow shaft at the rear. The fletchings streamline the flow of air and provide a surface area that creates control forces, like the wings
of an airplane (but different).
There is a relatively simple test that you can
perform to indicate the stability of arrows with
various FOCs. I suggest using a fletched arrow
with the following point weights, 125 gr, 75 gr and
then no weight, 0 gr. Mark the center of gravity
with each point weight and no weight on the
shaft. Then with a point installed tie a string
around the arrow shaft at the location of the center of gravity for that point weight. Then swing
the arrow in a circle around you while holding the
other end of the string. After a few revolutions, if
the nose points in the direction of the rotation the
arrow is stable. You will note the 125 grain point
straightens the arrow very quickly, the 75 grain
point straightens the arrow more slowly and with
no point it may not straighten at all.
If an arrow wobbles, there is not enough control and the arrow is unstable. You can increase the
stability by increasing the fletching area, moving
the fletching closer to the rear end of arrow shaft
and/or by changing the center of gravity by adding
weight to the point end and/or removing weight
from the nock end.
4. Porpoising and Fishtailing If an arrow were an airplane these would be called Pitch and Yaw. It’s the
same flight aberration in both cases and in the case
of an arrow Porpoising or Fishtailing is created at
the beginning of the shot. Our objective is to create an arrow launch that is straight. Ensuring the
correct launch of arrows usually requires adjusting
nock height and/or centershot to minimize arrow
launch defects. If we launch an arrow “nock left” or
“nock right,” the arrow swings back and forth in
the left-right direction (fishtailing) until it stabilizes. If we launch an arrow “nock high” or “nock
low,” the arrow swings up and down (porpoising)
until it stabilizes. Of course this assumes that the
bow’s cams are in synch and the correct spine
arrow was chosen with no fletching “crashes,” i.e.
Archery Focus

clearance issues. Correcting minor aberrations in
flight is the job of the fletching but even this may
be significantly affected by FOC.
5. Fletching Control Force As a shot arrow travels
towards the target it may not be launched on a
path that is aligned with its direction of travel.
When this occurs the fletching is then at some
angle to the direction of travel (see diagram bottom
left). The angle indicates the degree of pitch and or
yaw, in archery terms porpoising and fishtailing.
The angle creates areas of high pressure and of low
pressure at the fletching. The two pressures (one
plus and one minus) unite to create a control force
which acts on the arrow about the center of gravity and serves to align the arrow with the direction
of travel (again see diagram).
The greater the control forces, the faster porpoising and fishtailing are corrected. Control
forces may be enhanced by the location of the center of gravity on the arrow and/or the surface area
of the fletchings.
6. Actual Fletching Control Force The actual fletching
control force is a product of FOC balance point
with regard to the location of the center of the
fletching. This ratio defines a force multiplier. The
force generated by the individual fletch is determined by its area, its angle with regard to the direction of travel and its velocity (and too some extent
its surface smoothness). The control force is a result
of fletching control force multiplied by that percent.
That force acts upon the point of the arrow through
the center of gravity. It’s the impact location of the
arrow point which is important to archers; all calculations have to be made with regard to the resultant
control force as it acts upon the arrows point
through the arrows center of gravity. In simpler
terms, the greater the FOC, the more leverage the
fletching may have, but we must also consider the
location of the fletching on the shaft.
Here are the answers to the survey questions from the
previous issue:
FOC Questionnaire Voting Results (as %)
Correct Answers are in Green
1. What does FOC mean?
a. Full On Center (9.8 %)
b. Forward of Center (70.7 %) See Definition 1 &
Illustration
c. Flight Order Characteristics (14.6 %)
d. None the above (4.9 %)
Continued on the Next Page
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2. Is the Center of Gravity the same as the FOC balance
point?
a. Yes (19.5 %)
b. No (73.2 %)
c. Sometimes (7.5 %)
3. What is the FOC balance point?
a. The point on the arrow shaft where the complete
arrow balances ( 60.0%) See Definition 1 & Illustration
b. The point on the arrow shaft where the arrow
shaft balances (32.5 %)
c. Neither of the above (7.5 %)
4. For the purpose of FOC calculations what is the total
arrow length?
a. The distance measured from the throat of the
nock to end of arrow shaft (28.2 %)
b. The distance measured from the throat of the
nock to the point (30.8 %)
c. The distance measured from the end of the nock
to the end of the arrow shaft (17.9 %)
d. The distance measured from the end of the nock
to the end of the point (23.1 %) See Definition 1
5. What does “FOC distance” mean?

a. A distance measured from the front of the arrow
shaft (35.1 %)
b. A distance measured from the center of the arrow
(54.1 %) See Definition 1
c. A distance measured from the rear of the arrow (
10.8%)
d. None of the above (0.0 %)
6. What does “FOC percent” mean?
a. FOC percent = a percent of the arrow shaft length
(12.8 %)
b. FOC percent = a percent of the one half arrow
shaft length (10.5 %)
c. FOC percent = the percent of the total arrow
length which equals the distance from the balance
point to the center of the total arrow (76.8 %) See
Definition 1 & Illustration
d. None the above (0.0 %)
7. Will an arrow with higher FOC weigh more than an
arrow with lower FOC
a. It always weighs more (27.5 %)
b. It sometimes weighs more (50.0 %) See Definitions
3 & 5 see Chart, lines 13 & 14
c. It never weighs more (22.5 %

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything. If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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8. Will an arrow with higher FOC drop more at the
target than arrow with lower FOC (all other things
being the same)?
a. It always drops more (35.0 %)
b. It sometimes drops more (40.0 %)
c. It never drops more (7.5 %) See Definition 2
9. Does gravity make a heavier arrow drop faster than
a lighter arrow?
a. It always drops more (42.5 %)
b. If the launch speed is equal then the drop will be
the same (50.0 %)
c. It never drops more (7.5 %) See Definition 2
10.Does an arrow with higher FOC have better control
in flight than a lower FOC arrow?
a. Higher FOC always controls the arrow more
(87.5 %)
b. Lower FOC always controls the arrow more (0.0 %)
c. Lower FOC can sometimes control the arrow
more (12.5 %) See Definitions 3, 5 & 6 and Chart,
lines 11 & 12
11.Do larger fletches control the arrow more?
a. They always control more (25.0 %)
b. They always control less (10.0 %)
c. They sometimes control more (65.0 %) See Definitions 3, 5, & 6 and Chart
12.Can smaller fetching provide more arrow control
than larger fletching?
a. Smaller fletching always controls the arrow less
(22.5 %)
b. Smaller fletching always controls the arrow more
(20.0 %)
c. Smaller fletching can sometimes control the
arrow more (57.5 %) See Definitions 3, 5, & 6 and
Chart
13.Does the location of the fletching effect arrow control?
a. Always (77.5 %) See Definitions 3, 5, & 6 and
Chart
b. Never (0.0 %)
c. Rarely (22.5 %)
14.Can an arrow be made more stable in flight without
replacing the arrow shaft or one of the arrow components or adding anything new?
a. No (40.0 %)
b. Yes (60.0 %) See Definitions 5 & 6 and Chart, lines
13 & 14
Archery Focus

FOC Up Close and Personal

It’s time to see how the FOC calculations are made
and more importantly how they are measured and
proven through testing. It’s my view that if you cannot measure the result then you are merely speculating and any opinions you come up with are not to be
seriously considered. You will see that the calculated
results and the measured results are essentially identical proving the concept.
The definitions state that the length of the projectile (arrow) is the length of that complete body that
was used to determine its center of gravity and FOC
balance point. Therefore when determining the center
of the arrow we must divide the length of the entire
arrow in half, from the tip of the point to the end of
the nock. It is incorrect to just consider the arrow shaft
or any other part of the arrow. This is a significant distinction and is proven via the calculations and measurements on the test fixture I designed for this
purpose. (I have provided pictures of the test fixture
being used and discuss how the calculations are made.)
A FOC Calculator (so You Don’t Have to Do the
Math) Also provided is an FOC calculator which
computes the actual increase in fletching control
force. Understanding fletching control force is key to
your being able to improve arrow flight.
Again I thank my good friend and archery shop
owner Barry Hall of Newbury Archery, Goshen, CT.
for the free use of his website. His business slogan is
“Where Tradition meets Technology” and he has
been an active participant pursuing technical truths.
For many years he has provided me with new bows
and other archery equipment to use for analysis. His
contributions have enabled me to test, evaluate bows
and equipment and then make public factual information that enhances our sport of archery.
The calculator is provided for your free use via
this link: www.newburyarchery.com and click on
Archery Focus Magazine Calculator and Survey where
to download the file. You’ll need to have MS Excel
installed to use the calculator.
To use this valuable calculator to evaluate your
arrows you only need to make three easy measurements. The calculator is protected in that you can
only change the “yellow” cells so there no need to
worry about mistakes . . . experiment away!
Here are the three measurements you need:
1. Total arrow length. The distance from the tip of the
arrow to the end of the nock.
2. FOC balance point or center of gravity dimension.
Continued on the Next Page
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The distance measured from the tip of the arrow
to the balance point on the complete arrow.
3. Fletching location dimension. The distance measured from the end of the nock to the center of the
fletching.
The free online calculator will do the rest for you.
The calculations are as follows:
True FOC =1⁄2 (True Arrow Length minus FOC
Balance Dimension--as measured from the point of
the arrow) divided by the True Arrow Length.
Actual Control Force Increase = FOC Balance Dimension
(as measured from the end of the nock) minus the
Fletching Location Dimension (Center of fletching to
the end of the nock) divided by FOC Balance
Dimension (as measured from the point of the arrow)
You can even experiment with different fletch locations to understand the effects and improvements in
arrow control.
The chart included below provides information
on various arrows configured with different FOC and
fletching locations. Dimensions in columns L, N & O
when added to the online calculator will provide True
Arrow Center Line, True FOC, and Fletching
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Control Force Increase.
Column “P” shows the True FOC Percent (in
bold) with FOC Percent calculated by a major online
arrow calculator. They are substantially different.
Most FOC Calculators do not consider the length of
the point and so give you bogus results.
Column “Q” provides the actual increase in
Fletching Control Force. By carefully reading the
chart you will find that large increases in control force
may be achieved with the right combination of FOC
and Fletching Position. This is important to note.
Here is an example of how I used the calculator for
improved accuracy. My objective was to use very low
profile vanes to minimize wind drift in cross winds.
One example of what can be achieved is in the
Field Arrows area. You will note that arrow build
(Line 1) had a control force increase of 38% with an
arrow speed of 282 fps. The same arrow was changed
so it weighed essentially the same (arrow speed of
281fps) but the fletching control force increased to
55%. The excellent result was that arrow build
grouped much tighter at all ranges (max distance tested was 90 yards)
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You can use this calculator to configure your
arrows for maximum control with no real loss in speed
and therefore no additional arrow drop. You may now
be able to use smaller fletching for less speed loss and
reduced wind drift or just to improve the stability of
your existing setup.
The photos of the test fixture and online calculator show a fletched arrow. I used a weight (a small
washer) to simulate a force generated by fletching.
The actual weight makes no difference to the calculator. It just provides a known force, the actual fletching
force is not known as there are too many variables,
what is important is the extent to which that force is
increased. The placement of the weight has to be the
same as the Fletching Location Dimension used on the
online calculator. That weight and the constant
weight of test fixture arm are used as follows: (force
increase % x test weight + constant = measured
weight) this simple formula verifies the calculator
accuracy with an arrow the test fixture.
You will note that the calculated values and the
measured values are the same. You don’t need the test
fixture, it just provides the proof that the online calculator is dead accurate, so you can have confidence
that the results are verified through actual measurements and not speculation (see the photos below).

A closeup showing the ruler

A closeup showing the balance point and indicator (red)

The Test Device

Shown above is the FOC fixture I designed which
uses a digital force gauge. The large silver scale (0 to
14˝) is used to measure the FOC/CG balance point.
The arrow is balanced on the pin and the red pointer
aligns with the scale and indicates the dimension as
measured from the arrow point (see photo top right).
Shown in the next photo (second from top right) is
an arrow that is located on the balance pin, the slide
is moved left or right until the FOC/CG balance
point is achieved. When the balance is achieved the
dimension indicated is used in the FOC Calculator.
You can see the red transfer arm (third photo down
at right) that engages the AWS digital force gauge,
the ratio is 1:1. The orange pin is rotated 90 degrees
Archery Focus

A closeup showing the digital force gauge

to allow the arrow to transfer the force from the arrow
via the arm to the gauge. That force will be the same
as the calculated force.
The FOC Calculator digital force gauge is shown
on, zeroed and ready to go.
Shown is an arrow with its nock against the stop
(top of next column). The center of the arrows fletches
Continued on the Next Page
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online FOC Calculator. This FOC Calculator is just
used to test and verify the accuracy of the calculations.

Measuring the fletches

A closer view of the FOC Calculator information
intended for use with the FOC test fixture.

Placement of a small weight (a washer) simulates the position and
weight of the fletches allowing for easy experiments with positioning.

can now be found. The dimension can is recorded for
use in the FOC Calculator.
Shown just above is the arrow with a small weight
located at the center line of the fletching to simulate
a fletching control force which would be generated in
flight. The test weight was a washer that weighed 44
grains, the actual weight is not important, only that it
be known. The real fletching control force generated
when the arrow is in flight is the product of many factors; speed, fletching design and degree of flight error.
The important thing to recognize is that whatever the
real force may be it will be multiplied as indicated by
the percent displayed on the FOC Calculator.
This FOC Calculator differs from the online calculator provided for your use. It was designed for use
with the FOC test fixture and you will note it has two
extra inputs, one for fletching control force and one for
the constant weight of the transfer arm. In all other
respects it will deliver the exact same values as the
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The following arrow data was input into the
FOC calculator:
FOC/CG dimension as measured form the tip of
the arrow = 9.44 inches
Total Arrow Length, from the arrow tip to the end
of the nock = 27.63 inches
Center Line of Fletch as measured from the end of
the Nock = 1.63 inches
The calculator returned a Fletching Control Force of
122 grains.
The FOC Fixture measured a force of 122.3 grains
(see photo at right). The calculated result and the measured result are the same which verifies the calculations accuracy.
Summary

To summarize all of this; most FOC calculators I
have tried return a false FOC percent because the
entire arrow is not measured and entered as the arrow
Archery Focus

The online FOC Calculator is designed to be an
easy tool to use and apply what you have learned to
improve your archery pursuit. I may be contacted at
my email jmarzullo@tilttamer.com to answer questions
or to hear your thoughts.

The Test Device registers exactly what was calculated which means
that FOC can be measured with this device quite accurately.

The next article will reveal how you can use the FOC
calculator to improve the flight of your hunting
arrows as well as their penetration, plus an overview
of the mechanics of optimum penetration with any
arrow. It will also include several informative calculators such as arrow leads on moving targets, tree stand
fall impact calculator, and suggested kinetic energies
for hunting use.
Best Regards
Joe Marzullo

length. This is a key metric to accurately calculate
FOC percent.
Next and perhaps the most important aspect is
the stabilizing force generated by the fletching was
not considered by these calculators. This article
reveals the actual role of FOC as it relates to your
arrow’s fletchings ability to control the arrow. Now for
the first time, you can calculate how much the fletching control force is increased as accurate percentages.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

For Beginning and Intermediate Coaches
Archery Focus
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Arrow
Trajectory
Facts
by Larry Wise
Here’s a phrase I hear all too often when talking to
bowhunters at sports shows or other events: “My bow
shoots flat out to 35 yards!” Those hunters have the idea
in their heads that the arrow actually travels a flat-line
path to the 35 yard target before it starts to drop. It’s as
if the arrow can defy gravity for a split second before it
finally loses the battle and falls a little bit from the sight
line. After all, a gun shoots “flat” to a hundred yards and
only drops a single inch from there to two hundred
yards. At least, so shooters think.
I understand how archers can get this impression
from the experiences they have had. Of course, some of
them have the wrong impressions because they are not
aware of all the circumstances surrounding their situations. They
need facts, so, with that in mind,
I’m doing my best to establish the facts about arrow trajectory in these articles.
Here’s a fact that will get your attention immediately. When you hold a gun barrel level and shoot a bullet
from it, that bullet will drop 16 feet from that horizontal line in the first second of its fight. Likewise, if you
hold your bow so that the arrow is level and then shoot
that arrow, that arrow will drop 16 feet from that horizontal line during the first second of its flight.
Granted, you have to be standing on a platform that
is at least 16 feet higher than the ground around it for
this to happen but, nevertheless, it will happen because
gravity affects the bullet and arrow equally and instantly
as each begins its fight. During this one second of fight,
the bullet will travel 2500 to 3000 feet (a half mile)
downrange while the arrow will only travel 250 to 300
feet downrange.
The mathematical function associated with this
curved fight path or parabolic arc is –1/2gt2, or one-half

the acceleration due to gravity multiplied by the square of
the time in fight. We use the minus sign to indicate that
this force is in the downward direction. In the example
mentioned in my introduction for an arrow or bullet
launched in the horizontal plane, the calculation is 1⁄2 x
(–32 ft/sec2) x 1 sec x 1 sec = –16 ft.
Our projectile gets closer to the earth (movement in
the negative direction) by a distance of 16 feet in the first
second of fight when launched in the horizontal direction. This means that if you had held an arrow in your
hand next to the arrow that you launched out of the bow
and released both at the same time, both would hit the
ground at the same time, provided that you were on level
ground. Do I have your attention
now? Read on, because there’s a
lot more to uncover about the
fight path of an arrow. And this information affects how
you shoot and how you build your bow and arrow system.
The acceleration or “pull” of gravity at the earth’s
surface is 32 feet per second per second. Since the arrow
is starting from a speed of zero, if released at a level position, it will drop half that amount, or 16 feet, in the first
second, unless it encounters an object like the ground or
an animal before that time elapses. However, in real life,
you almost never launch your projectiles perpendicular
to a line drawn through the core of the earth; you angle
them upward to counter gravity, as in the examples in the
other two illustrations here.
Your arrow rests on your bow below your line of
sight to the target and must be pointed at an upward
angle before it is launched. At launch, the arrow travels
up through the line of sight, reaches an apex or high
point and then arcs downward into the target. If it
impacts low of the target, you adjust your sight pin
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“lower” on the sight mount, forcing you to hold the bow
at a higher angle than before.
The Shape of the Arrow’s Flight Path

Your practical experience with throwing objects has helped you learn
that to shoot a basketball or throw a baseball or dart, you have to
launch it in an upward direction if you want it to hit a target some
distance from you. The farther the target, the steeper the launch angle
has to be. In other words, your three point shot has to be arced higher
than your foul shot. The same is true for your arrows.

Your arrow rests on your bow below your line of sight to the target and
must be pointed at an upward angle before it is launched. At launch,
the arrow travels up through the line of sight, reaches an apex or high
point and then arcs downward into the target. If it impacts low of the
target, you adjust your sight pin “lower” on the sight mount, forcing
you to hold the bow at a higher angle than before.

So, what is the shape of the flight path of the arrow? It’s
the same as the flight path of a dart, rock, basketball or
baseball when it is in flight. The flight path of each of
these projectiles is a parabola. All projectiles travel in
parabolic arcs, or upside-down, cereal-bowl shaped
curves. (Your TV satellite receiving dish is in the shape
of a parabolic arc.) This curve is the result of the effect
of gravity on the object. Check the sample curves in the
figures and you’ll get the idea of what a parabolic curve
looks like. You know that when you shoot a basketball
toward a hoop, you must launch it at an upward angle so
the ball travels above the 10 foot height of the hoop,
reaches a peak height of more than 10 feet above the
floor and then falls downward and through the hoop. If
you stand farther from the hoop (at say the three point
line), the launch angle and the peak height have to be
higher if you intend to hit the hoop at all. Those of you
with greater arm strength can launch the ball at a faster
velocity and experience a lower peak height but you can
never avoid the arcing path (a parabolic arc) that must
peak higher than the 10 foot height of the hoop.
Continued on the Next Page

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Coach!
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
Archery Focus
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Your arrows travel a similar path. You must launch
the arrow at an upward angle so it travels above your line
of sight to the target, reaches a peak height, and then
falls downward into the target. At no time does the
arrow (or bullet) travel in a straight line; it is always on a
curved parabolic path or arc.
There is an exception. If you shoot the arrow straight
up (or down), that is perpendicular to the Earth’s surface,
it travels on a straight vertical line and knowing this, you
must run quickly under a roof to avoid getting hit by the
falling arrow as it returns to the spot from which it was
launched; this is called archery for dummies!
Air Resistance and Velocity Decay

So what does air resistance have to do with this curved,
parabolic fight path? An answer to this question is not
simple because every arrow is different. The shape,
length, and material of the fetching have some effect on
the arrow’s downrange fight path. So do the diameter,
material, and length of the arrow shaft itself. These
effects are small and hard to measure but they do slow
the arrow as it travels downrange and that means that
the arrow will curve a bit more downward than it would
on a true parabolic curve.
For shots out to 50 yards, however, the effects are
very small and you can deal with them by sighting in
your own bow with your
own arrows. You know that
if you switch arrows, you
have to sight in again
because different arrows will
have different speeds and
velocity decay features. The
effects of air resistance are
very small but they do exist,
so some actual arrow fight
samples must be taken in
order to proceed.
Practical Application
Method One

So, how do you get “real
world” information about
arrow fight? The answer is
simple: shoot some arrows
at different distances using a
single sight pin while aiming at the very same spot.
(Computer tech comes later
in Part 2.) Of course, the
arrows shot for longer dis30

tances will drop further below that spot and that distance
can be measured. is provides you with true and actual
fight data of your own arrows shot out of your own bow.
I prefer to use my 20 yard pin. You can use any pin
you like as long as you aim at the same dot with that pin
for all test arrows shot from progressively longer distances. The same pin, the same spot and longer distances
equal a vertical line of arrows in or below the spot.
Collecting Your Data

Step One Establish a reliable sight pin at 20 yards on a 2inch diameter spot. Be sure the spot is highly visible, as
you will be shooting at it from a long range.
Step Two Draw a vertical line downward from the
center of the spot. Label it at every inch down to 24
inches below the spot, as shown in the photo.
Step Three Shoot your first arrow at 2 yards! It will
impact below the spot. Record how far it is below the
center of the spot. Sample (2 yd, 3˝)
Step Four Shoot your next arrow at 4 yards. Record
the results.
Step Five Shoot at 6, 8, and 10 yards. Record the
results. By this time, your arrows will be impacting near
the middle of the spot.
Step Six Shoot at 15 and 20 yards and record the
results.
Step Seven Plot these
number pairs on a graph
like the one shown in this
illustration (left top) and you
can see how the arrow starts
below the line of sight as it
leaves the bow, rises up
through the line, peaks
above the line and then falls
downward to the line of
sight to strike the spot at 20
yards. This is a parabolic arc
flight path.
Step Eight Now, shoot
arrows at 5 yard increments
back to 50 yards. Aim and
execute as best you can so
your results are reliable. Be
aware that the amount of
arrow drop from 40 to 50
yards will be greater than
the drop from 30 to 40
yards. This is due to the
negative acceleration (velocity increase downward)
Archery Focus

effect of gravity on your arrow and, to a small amount,
the slowing effects caused by air resistance.
Step Nine Plot the remaining number pairs you have
collected. You will notice that these points on the graph
will continue the parabolic curve that was formed by
your first few points. See my example left below.
Interpreting
The Data And Curve

You now have in front of you the actual flight information of your arrow as it leaves your bow and travels 50
yards. You’ll notice that there is no part of its flight path
that is “flat”; the path is curved across its entire length.
In mathematics, we describe this shape as being “concave
downward” or “frowning.”
Short Range Shooting

The first few points that you recorded on your graph paper
should catch your attention. They were the ones from 2, 4
and 6 yards that impacted below the 20 yard spot.
Knowing that this is the case will enable you to hit deer
that happen to wander into close range to your treestand.
At close range (within 8 yards), you need to learn
what sight pin will match your arrow. Most don’t know
this or even consider it as a possibility and, with a deer at
5 yards from the base of the tree, will hold the 20 yard
pin near the bottom of the
deer’s profile. They falsely
believe that to aim at 5 yards,
they would need a pin “above”
the 20 yard pin when the exact
opposite is true. They really
need and you really need a pin
that is below the 20 yard pin.
Step to 5 yards and prove to
yourself that your 40 yard pin is
the one that will do the job at 5
yards.
Long Range Shooting

Arrow Drop In Inches Beyond 20 Yards
Speed (fps) 320 290 280 270 260 250
20 yds
0
0
0
0
0
0
30 yds
3.7 4.0 4.2 4.5 4.9 5.2
40 yds
7.0 9.1 9.3 9.6 10.0 10.5
50 yds
9.2 12.5 13.3 14.5 16.0 17.5
Total
20.5 25.6 26.8 28.6 30.9 33.2
I thank my good friend Jack Wallace Jr. for supplying the 320 fps arrow data. He shoots that speed for 3D; I can’t draw a bow that shoots that speed anymore.
His main concern in tournaments is how much drop he
has from 45 to 50 yards in case he misjudges by that
much (not likely but it can happen) at long range. In his
case, at 320 fps, that drop would be about 5 inches,
which would still score except on the alligator target.
The real benefit of knowing how much your arrow
drops at long distance will help you plan better. Your
planning should consist of setting your sight pins at
strategic distances and practicing to elevate your skill at
those distances. Of course, the
real important part of all of this
is using good hunting ethics
when you make the decision to
shoot or not to shoot. Knowing
your bow and arrow limits and
your skill limits will lead you to
better decisions.
Practical Application Method
Two

You can also do this experiment
to learn more about your arrow
flight. Set a pin for 50 yards and
be sure that you are reliable
with it. Move to 25 yards, aim
with your 50 yard pin and make
a few shots. Be sure to place the
target face at least 2 feet below
the top of your target butt, as
these arrows will impact high of
the spot. How high, of course,
depends on the speed of your
Place an aiming spot on a piece of cardboard and draw a ver- arrows.
tical line down from it as shown. You can mark an inch-scale
Measure how high these
on it as I have if you want. Aim at this spot with the same

It makes sense to most people
that the farther you shoot your
arrow, the more it will fall from
your line of sight. The data you
have now collected puts some
numbers on that “fall.” These
numbers are a real eye-opener
to most who take the time to
complete this experiment. The
actual drop of your arrow from
40 to 50 yards is shocking when pin for all arrows you shoot.
Archery Focus

you first measure it. To think that your arrow could actually drop 13 or 14 inches across a 10 yard span is a real
shock. Hopefully, it will shock you into realizing that
shooting at deer at those distances is a risky proposition
with low odds of success.

Continued on the Next Page
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arrows impact above the spot-center. This measurement
will tell you approximately how high above your 50 yard
line of sight your arrow will fly. This distance is the peak
of the arrow’s parabolic arc across 50 yards.
You can repeat this experiment at other distances,
like 20, 30 and 40 yards. The distances your arrow hits
above the spot can be plotted on graph paper to show
you the flight path of your arrow all the way to 50 yards.
Once again, you’ll notice that at no point in the arrow’s
flight does it fly “flat”!
I just tested my own hunting setup again so I’d have
fresh data. Here it is. My longest pin is 44 yards, so I shot
an arrow at 44 yards to be sure it was correct and then
shot a second arrow at 22 yards using my 44 yard pin.
The 22-yard arrow impacted 13 inches higher than the
44-yard arrow. That tells me that I need 2 feet of clearance above my line of sight if I ever intend to shoot at a
deer at 44 yards. And it needs to be a deaf deer that will
stand still for that long!
At 320 fps, Wallace reports that with his 50 yard
pin, his arrows hit 8 inches high at 20 yards, 8.8 inches
high at 30 yards and 6.8 high at 40 yards. A foot of clearance would work for this bow out to 50 yards. He draws
68 pounds and shoots a 335 grain arrow for 3-D. His
hunting arrows are much heavier.
This information is useful when you are making a
long range hunting shot. There may be a proverbial
branch in your sight lane but if it’s halfway between you
and your long-range target, you can aim right at it and

These are the arrows I shot at close range with my 20 yard pin at 260
fps. At 2 yards, the impact was 2.4 inches low. At 4, 6 and 8 yards, the
impacts were 1.25 inch, 0.9 inch and 0.25 inch low while the 10-yard
shot hit dead center, as did the 20-yard shot. The 15-yard shot hit
about 1 inch high. Everyone should try this to understand how his or
her bow shoots at close range.

feel certain you won’t hit it; your arrow will y over it. Or
you may know that if that branch is a small distance
above your line of sight, you’ll most likely hit it.
Next time, I will show you some cool tech for getting similar information.
Shoot well,
Larry Wise

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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by Steve Ruis
I see it all the time. An archer is shooting good
groups in practice but they aren’t centered on the target. I am here to tell you that you should always center your groups. Here’s why.
A Cautionary Caveat

Having had range maintenance duties for many years,
it is important that target faces be placed “off center”
or at least in various positions so that the butts wear
evenly. If you always place the target face in the same
spot and always “center your groups” you will make a
soft spot in that place and lessen the lifespan of the
target. Think while you are pinning up target get
faces! Move them around and save wear and tear on
the target butt.
The Physical Benefits

If you adjust your sight so your groups are always centered on the target face, you can use decimal scoring
of your arrows in practice to tell you how tight your
groups are. Decimal scoring is giving a score to each
arrow that includes tenths of
points (see figure). An arrow just
into the next higher scoring ring,
say a 4-ring might get a score of
4.1. Another arrow just outside
of the 5-ring might get a score of
4.9. You add one tenth of a point
for each tenth of the distance
between rings. And arrow in the
middle of the 4-ring would be
given a 4.5. If you want more information, you can
also record the clock position with that score. An
example is 4.5/11. This arrow hit halfway through the
4-ring at 11 o’clock.
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By centering your groups on the target center, you
average decimal score is an indicator of your group
size. An average of 4.5 is superior to 4.1. Tracking this
from practice to practice tells you whether your
groups are getting smaller over time . . . or not.
If you don’t center your groups on the target face,
you could have a tight group on the outer edge of the
target face and the scores would say very little about
your group size.
The Psychological Benefits

If the above benefit were the only one, it might not be
worth doing. But in this case the mental benefits are
far greater than the physical ones!
For example, consider the impact on your selfimage if, say on the NFAA 5-spot indoor target, your
last 200 shots were in the white spot. How confident
would you be that you could put shot 201 into the
white also? Probably, pretty high. This does not mean
that shot 201 is guaranteed to go into the spot, just it
has a very high likelihood of doing that.
Mental Coach Lanny Bassham has said it over and over
again: “your self-image determines your performance.” And
your self image is the image you
hold of yourself based upon prior
behavior. If you typically lied,
cheated, and stole from other
people, you wouldn’t be shocked
that you just did it again. On the
other hand, if your self-image is that of someone who
never lied, or stole anything, or cheated anyone, it
would probably shock you is anyone would even sugContinued on the Next Page
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“If you shoot a bunch of
arrows in a face’s outer
rings and you do that
often, then you are training your self-image that
shooting arrows in the
outer rings is normal for
you, part of your selfimage and your scoring
comfort zone.”

gest doing those things.
This is not just a “practice
makes perfect” kind of thing. It is
an actual feeling of “who we are”
that we all have. If you have been
an archer for any length of time,
you will probably have had this
experience (which no one shares
with others when it happens to
them, unless they’ve been clued
in ahead of time). You were
shooting arrows and got into a
streak in which you felt like you
couldn’t miss. You were shooting
“lights out” and you were accumulating a score higher than anything you have ever
shot. And then you missed . . . and you felt relief.
What the heck? What’s wrong with me, that I would
feel good about missing?
What you were feeling was called your comfort
zone. You were shooting a score that put you in with
the “big boys (or girls)” and you weren’t one of them,
you just weren’t. So, when you missed you took it as
evidence that you were back to performing like you
expected to from your own self-image and that is a
good thing.

Your comfort zone has a bottom to it. If you are shooting very
poorly, you can feel disappointment and even anger that you are
doing so poorly and mentally
grab yourself by the scruff of the
neck, give yourself a good shake,
and start shooting better.
The problem with your comfort zones is they are boxes that
confine your performances. If
you want to be a consistent,
accurate archer, you have to make
a transition from someone who
misses a lot (all beginners) to
someone who misses rarely. And you are hard to convince. You need to see a lot of arrows going into the
center to convince yourself that you are someone who
shoots high scores. (Can you see where I am going?)
Your subconscious mind cannot tell the difference
between an arrow shot in practice and one shot in
competition. If you shoot a bunch of arrows in a face’s
outer rings and you do that often, then you are training your self-image that shooting arrows in the outer
rings is normal for you, part of your self-image and
your scoring comfort zone.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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So, don’t do it! Center your groups. Allow your
subconscious mind to get an honest look at your abilities. No amount of positive thinking drills (“I think I
can, I think I can, . . .) will work if you contradict
them by shooting groups off center. If you don’t care
where the arrows land take the target face down!
“Whether you think you can or you think you can’t . . .
you are right.” Henry Ford
(The key point here is the thinking that counts
isn’t conscious thinking and it sure isn’t lying to yourself (saying “yes” when you know the answer should
be “no”).)

ly imagine an aiming dot anywhere on the butt I
wanted it to be and aim at that. Amazing. M.J. teaches this little game: he supplies a number, like 23, then
you shoot three arrows, the sum of whose scores are to
equal that number. This requires one to learn to “aim
off.” That game can be further complicated by declaring a “target clock” time the arrows have to land in.
Another such game is inverted scoring: 10 for the
outermost white all the way in to 1 for the inner gold.
Setting “target clock” times also makes this more
demanding.

A Caveat

All of the above applies to hitting the center of the
target when you are aiming at the center of the target.
It is also important to learn how to aim at other than
the center of the target. M.J. Rogers helped me with
this when I was at the Chula Vista, CA OTC. I was
having a bit of trouble with the wind and told him I
was struggling as I was so used to lining up on center
that it almost pulled me that way. He took out his
pocket knife and cut a three inch hole in the target to
the windward side and gave it to me, saying “aim at
that.” It was then that I realized that I could mental-

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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Now Available!
A Complete Archery Curriculum for Your program!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
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How I Refurbish
Vintage Self
Longbows to
Shoot Again
by Barry O’Regan
This article is about my experiences in refurbishing
my collection of vintage self longbows, and bringing
such bows back to life and to competitive shooting
status after 60-70 years.

cial attention to the condition of the end nocks
and nock grooves where the bow string will set.
What I look for in a Vintage Self Longbow I look
for one piece self bows. Removing the handle wrap
will determine if this is a one piece or two piece self
longbow (see the photos below).

Here I am shooting a refurbished 1940s era #49 longbow showing that
good groups at 25 yards, using 600 grain Port Orford cedar arrows,
can be had.

Cautions

The danger of disintegration and flying wood shards
is a real concern when shooting vintage self longbows.
Even modern longbows and wood arrows can explode
upon release (though this is rare) and present a danger to a traditional shooter. Be aware of these possibilities whenever working on vintage self bows.

This is a one piece self longbow.

What I Avoid in a Vintage Self Longbow I avoid
two piece self bows, as the weakest point in the twoContinued on the Next Page

Minimizing Risks

I have minimized the dangers involved in refurbishing vintage longbows by rehydrating dried out longbows. All wood bows can lose moisture over time and
if they become too dried out can be quite brittle. I
rehydrate the wood of these bows through a process
detailed below.
• I select only one piece self longbows, constructed
of Yew, Osage, Lemonwood, or similar woods.
• I look for self longbows which appear to have not
been abused, and are in good condition. I pay spe-
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Removing the handle wrap reveals this style of self bow above is a two
piece self bow, thus unsuitable for refurbishing and shooting.
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piece self bow is the glued joint located in the handle
(see the photo above).
How I Refurbish a Self Bow

1. I start by removing all finishes (lacquer or wax
build-up) from the surface.
I lightly sand all along the longbow surfaces
beginning with a coarse grade sandpaper to break
the finish, and progressively use finer and finer
sandpaper. I am careful to ensure I do not remove
too much wood, so as to keep the bow weight and
limb angles even.
The goal is to remove all shiny areas on the

bow, leaving a clean bare wood surface, which I
then wipe down with a tack cloth to remove wood
dust (see photos left).
2. I then place the longbow under a lighted magnifier and inspecting the bare wood surfaces for splits,
cracks, splinters, etc. I run a nylon stocking over
the surface to locate the source of any snags, then
sand the areas creating the snags smooth.

3. Once I have determined the longbow is free of
defects, I warm up a quart of linseed oil (I use
Danish Oil.) in a pot to about 140 degrees F. I
then go outdoors and, wearing heavy rubber
gloves, soak paper towels in the hot linseed oil and
wrap the paper towels around the longbow and
place the longbow inside a 6 foot long, 4˝ diameter PVC tube (Schedule 40) and leave it horizontally, placing an end cap over each end.

I leave a wrap loose on the handle for ease of handling the oily bow.
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I allow the longbow to absorb linseed oil for
a few hours. I repeat this step, re-soaking the paper
towels and wrapping the towels once again around
the longbow until the longbow no longer absorbs
any more linseed oil. Note How many linseed
applications are needed depends on how dry the
longbow is; typically four linseed applications
works.
Once the longbow has reached its saturation
point after multiple hot linseed oil applications, I
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take a clean cloth rag and wipe off the excess linseed
oil, then buff and polish the bow. I then leave the
longbow outside to dry. This may take a day or two
to dry, depending on the weather conditions. As
long as it is not raining or too cold, the bow will dry.
If after a day or two it is still tacky to the
touch, I wipe it down repeatedly with a clean cloth
to pick up any excess linseed oil. If the bow is still
tacky, a touch of mineral spirits and a rag should
remove the excess oil.
4. I then place the longbow in my tiller machine to
determine evenness of the longbow’s limb bend
and remove wood from the stronger limb until it
evens out with the corresponding weaker limb.

guard/bracer and safety glasses until I have fired at
least two hundred arrows out of each longbow. I
also bring out my chronograph to register the
speed of each 500-600 grain Port Orford cedar
arrow. Average arrow speeds out of #25-50 longbows is 125-145 fps (see photo).

Conclusion

5. Once the tiller is adjusted, and a Flemish string is
installed, it is time to take the longbow out to the
range to test it out. Safety Note I wear an arm

I shoot all of my longbows at least two hours a month,
including shooting in 3-D tournaments, and in the
last two years I have been shooting them, not a single
failure or breakage of any of my longbows has
occurred. That in itself speaks volumes of the craftsmanship of longbows from the 1930s to the 1950s in
my book.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Finding the Positive
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Coaching kids in school offers a rare opportunity
to engage them at a time when they are finding themselves and growing into young men and women. Your
role as a coach can have a significant impact on the
individuals you have the privilege to work with.
Please accept your role responsibly and always work
to Find the Positive.
Early Training

When you address your group it’s important to
emphasize the concept that, while nothing comes
easy, all things are possible through dedication and
hard work. While that often is enough to help them
to begin to develop a work ethic it does little to connect with the individuals on a meaningful basis. Each
of them understands that comments made to a group
do nothing to address their individual strengths,
weaknesses, or overall potential. Each individual will
have to have one-on-one time with you in order to
make a bond and build a relationship of trust and respect.
These relationships start
early, so it is important even when
working on form before introducing equipment that
we find the positive. It can be as simple as saying
“Your stance is solid and your posture is great . . . and
I need you relax your hand a little so we can get your
anchor under your chin.” This reinforces what they
are doing right, so far, as you correct the next step.
I feel like using humor to keep everyone relaxed
during practice is a great thing as long as it doesn’t
damage a relationship. So after establishing a relationship I may be inclined to correct an anchor with:
“What the heck are you doing with your anchor?”
while laughing and shaking my head. Then I
approach them and help them make the correction.

First Shots

The first shots with a room full of brand new archers
can be scary no matter how much prep has been done
with mimetics and stretch bands. So find the positive
by pointing out and complementing everything that
the students do correctly. Try not to miss a single
individual in the process. At the end of their first session with bows I like to close out on a happy positive
note by saying something like: “Well we survived the
first day of weapons training with few self-inflicted
injuries. I believe we can build on this.” Then I go on
to reinforce how well everyone did and finally advise
them what we plan to do in the next session.
Training

Every certified coach has been trained to keep a positive approach when instructing and coaching archers
so I won’t go into any details here except to remind
you that the more they learn, the more they will question everything, including their
equipment. Make sure they
understand
the
difference
between bow/arrow setup and
tuning and advise them that their bow is set up for an
“average” archer and that you will help them tune it to
them when they are able to shoot consistence groups.
In the meantime, they need to understand that the
equipment is simple and reliable and will do exactly
the same thing on every shot. Once they have confidence that their equipment is not causing erratic
grouping or occasional fliers they will be much more
willing to buy into the fact that they will notice
improvements in groups and scores only by becoming
more consistent in their shot sequence. During their
development it is important to reinforce their positive
skill improvements but it is most important to empha-

Part 16 of a Series

COACHING A COLLEGE ARCHERY TEAM
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size how much potential they have for success. My
favorite story to share with archers just getting started is about a girl who shot for JMU in the 90’s. As a
freshman she only came to practice to watch her
boyfriend shoot. As a sophomore she started shooting
and made the women’s travel team. As a junior she
earned All-American honors. Her senior year she
won the National Championship and was invited to
become a resident athlete at the Olympic Training
Center in Chula Vista, CA. This re-emphasizes that
with hard work and dedication anything is possible.
When the travel team is selected the only encouragement and positive reinforcement that is needed is
for the individuals who were not selected. It is important at that time to let them know that you recognize
their hard work and accomplishment and that if they
keep working you expect them to make the travel
team in the future. Make sure they understand the
areas of their game that they need to address to make
the needed improvements but be sure to find the positive in the skills that they have already developed and
the incredible potential they have.
Continue to be positive in handling each member
of the team selected as they prepare for competition.
You will face additional challenges when the time for
competition comes.
Before Competition

Always plan your travel to the archery venue carefully so that you have your team arrive an hour ahead of
the start of the event. This will allow them time
enough to get their target assignments, establish a
team base camp, assemble their equipment and get to
their target with 30 minutes to spare. This allows
them to stay relaxed while they check out the venue
and introduce themselves to their target mates and
fellow competitors.
If some piece of equipment has been misplaced,
they were given an incorrect target assignment, or any
other problem pops up there is time to deal with it
without going into panic mode. (You must be the
calm at the center of all their storms.) They look to
you to resolve their problems regardless of whose fault
they are and if you hope to be a successful coach you
accept that role positively, without flinching. At a
national championship I had one of my best archers
tell me that he left his watch in the motel room, 20
minutes away. I asked him if he needed it to shoot and
he said “yes.” So we jumped in the van and started the
drive back the motel. Knowing how heavy his watch
was I asked him if he needed it for time or if he used
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it as a body stabilizer. He acknowledged he used it as
a body stabilizer and we both laughed and continued
the drive. He went on to win the event.
The point is to do everything to try to keep your
athletes cool, calm, and collected before an event. If
they get to the event late and have to scramble to get
set up in time to shoot, their heart rate will rise along
with their level of anxiety bringing down the whole
team’s performance (as would hearing the coach
yelling at an archer for forgetting a piece of equipment or uniform needed to compete). Even if you discover that one of your archers is unable to compete
due to an equipment issue, handle it casually and confidently by telling the archer that since he can’t shoot
today you could really use his help as a team manager
for this event. He already feels like a schmuck for letting his team down. Allow him to keep as much dignity as possible by having him fill an important role in
support of the team.
Continued on the Next Page

Patience, Grasshopper
When your kids have learned proper form and
have worked hard to try to perfect their shots
there will a time when there is a separation of
those who start to find success and those who
seem to just keep working without any noticeable
improvement. When the frustration starts to set in
I like to bring things into perspective through the
inspiration of the bamboo tree.
I explain that while I want all my kids to be
All-Americans in their first year, that I am like the
bamboo farmer who plants bamboo seeds each
season. The farmer waters them carefully, adds
fertilizer, and cultivates the seeds for an entire season with less than an inch of growth to show for
his work. He continues the regimen of water, fertilizer, and support for a second season and enjoys
more negligible growth the second year. He continues his efforts for two more seasons with no
growth to speak of.
Then in the fifth year the seed finally sprouts
and the farmer can actually see the tree growing,
as much as 80 feet in just one season. The bamboo
tree spent four years growing a root system to support the growth to follow. Then I suggest to them
to “keep the faith” and “keep on working” because
like the bamboo tree it takes time to build the
foundation needed to perform successfully.
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During Competition

Have you ever seen one of your archers come unraveled during a competition? Okay, maybe a better
question is, have you ever had a competition where
one of your archers didn’t come unraveled? As coaches, when we see a kid we are working with come
unraveled in competition it is one of the most uncomfortable things you will encounter. However you find
out about their difficulty, once you know about it, they
expect you to be able to fix it. Whether it can be fixed
or not, you must maintain that look of quiet confidence that you have developed over the years and listen to them explain their problem. If it is something
that you can legitimately resolve you naturally jump
right on it, then reinforce the positive strengths in
their form and get them back on track. If it is however, like most meltdowns, not a problem with the 70 m
to the target but a problem with the 7 in. between
their ears, it will be a more delicate matter.
If this is a younger archer, while reinforcing your
confidence in the form he has demonstrated, you can
try checking the bow’s vital stats (Nocking Point,
Brace Height, Tiller, etc), making a small adjustment
and sending him back to the line saying “Your brace
height was a little low so I raised it to make it a little
more forgiving. Try that and see if it doesn’t take care
of the problem.” This is commonly known as the
“Bless the Bow” technique. It often times helps get the
archer back on track because while you checked the
vitals of his bow he got a little quiet one on one time
with the coach, who calmed him down and rebuilt his
confidence in his form and was given hope when the
coach discovered something amiss with his equipment.
All positives. Remember, young archers have to grow
and learn so much, we sometimes forget the pressure
they put on themselves is almost paralyzing.
If the archer is more experienced, he already knows
the problem is with the 7 in. between his ears, but he
has lost control and is looking for help to resolve the
problem. In that case, while maintaining that calm confidence, you look them straight in the eyes and explain
that they have allowed the demons to creep into their
subconscious mind during their shot process and the
only way to chase them out is by using the conscious
mind to reestablish his control phrase. Have him use
controlled breathing to reduce his heart rate and anxiety level. Then have him visualize his perfect shot,
repeat his control phrase, and ask him “Who’s in
charge?” before he returns to the line. When he
responds “I am” he is taking ownership of the plan . . .
and while this certainly doesn’t heal the wound 100% of
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the time, it does have a positive impact on their performance for the day 80% of the time.
After Competition

Archers are often so disappointed in their performance that they don’t want to turn their card in to me
at the end of the shoot. Some because they shot under
their practice average and some because they didn’t
shoot a new personal best which is always a goal for
all of my archers. However, for me, this is the time
when I can be most positive about progress and
potential. As I sit down with each archer individually
to review their cards I simply ask them if they shot
every arrow to the best of their ability today. Then I
tell them, “All I ever asked of you is to give me all
you’ve got every day.” If you did that I am proud of
your effort and I promise I will do everything I can to
help you get better. (Specifics on how to improve performance through review of scorecards can be found
in my previous article in Archery Focus entitled
“Understanding Comfort Zones.”)
Remember you are not only teaching archery, you
are coaching young men and women.
Over your career some of your students will see
you as a teacher and some as a coach. Some will see
you as a friend and others will see you as a mentor.
You will have an impact on all you touch and you can
only hope that what they get from their time with you
will influence them in a positive way. I have been truly
blessed to have had the opportunity to coach hundreds of wonderful archers over the past (Oh, my
goodness!) . . . 40 years. I’ve even had a number of
archers come up to me years after they graduated and
thank me. And when I ask them “What for? I was
blessed to have you as a part of the team.” One of my
archers made me blubber like a kid when he said: “I
want to thank you . . . for believing in me when I didn’t even believe in myself.”
Some of my kids have gone on to be great archers,
some to be business and community leaders, but most
have gone on to be great people. I am proud of all of
them and all of their accomplishments and as for me
. . . I will continue forever Finding the Positive.
Thank you for listening to my thoughts. I hope to see
you on the shooting field.
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching
Archery (2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginningto-intermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching
Archery (2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery
Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and
3-D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn
how to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom
coping with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope
with their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting
better and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who
have children in archery.

A l l T i t le s Ava ilable on Amazon.c om

AER Articles for Coaches

Helping Your Students
by Booking Guest
Coaches
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

We are currently providing our coaching
venues with a guest coach for lessons. These are
individial lessons in our case, but this works equally
well with classes.
Having a guest coach for your class or students
individually is a wonderful idea. Having such a
guest increases the focus of the students being
taught and helps break up practice routines that
might have gotten a little stale. Having a voice,
other than yours, making the same key points as you
do, can only help your credibility. And it is fine
when you are preparing for the session to ask your
guest coach to emphasize certain things.
Finding A Guest Coach So, just where do you
find these guest coaches? At some point, you will
have been coaching archery for a long enough time
that you will have become part of a network of
coaches. Some of these coaches
will be less experienced than
you and some will be more
experienced that you. All of
these folks are potential Guest
Coaches for your classes. You do not have to bring
in a “star” even though that is a very cool thing to
do. You might even trade sessions with another
coach just like you, that is you both can be a ‘Special
Guest Coach” for one another. This has merit
because you get to work with students with whom
you are not familiar. You will have to be on your toes

to do a good job for them. Make the effort to plan
something different for each group with your
coaching colleague so that either something very
important can be emphasized or something new can
be introduced. If for no other reason that a different
coach telling the athletes the same thing as their
regular coach and thus giving credence to that
teaching, this is worthwhile.
Sometimes, you can catch a “star coach.” A couple of years ago, we got Lloyd Brown, the 1996 U.S.
Olympic Coach and current Olympic Coach for
Great Britain to come out for a week and conduct
some lessons. There was a fee for these lessons and
we had no trouble booking him up and he even
threw in a JOAD class session for no fee. The fees
collected paid for his travel expenses and we put
him up and fed him, so it all worked out.
So, how do you do this? We
had the advantage of knowing
Coach Brown but there is a
simple process you can follow
that often works: ask them. Yes,
just email, text, or phone them up and ask them.
This is not as simple as it is being made to sound
here as many of these coaches are quite busy.
Coordinating with their schedules is very important, but you will find that they can be very flexible
and come back at you with, “I will be in your area on
such-and-such dates, can we work out something

“So, just where do you find
these guest coaches?”
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then?” We have found that putting a spare bedroom
at their disposal and feeding them at the family
table can reduce travel expenses a great deal.
If your network doesn’t include a lot of coaches,
check out any coach listings you can find. USA
Archery maintains a list of many of their coaches,
for example. Check out the names of the coaches in
your area and see if you recognize any of the names.
Do Internet searches on the names of the coaches in
your area. Are they actice and involved in archery
nearby? Often these lists include contact information. Connect with them to find out if they provide
guest coaching services.
Will There Be Fees? Do realize that coaching
archery is not a charity function (although it may
feel like that from time to time). We assume that
fees will be charged. Our current guest coach is
charging $65/hr for adults and $50/hr for youths 18
and under. These are quite reasonable in our area.
Coaches of lesser resume will generally be charging
less. (we recommend that fees be adjusted to the
loacl economy. If the area is not
so rich, we recommend reduced
fees. If affluent, well. . . .) One
of our most gratifying guest
coaching gigs occurred when we
broached the idea with our
JOAD program’s parents and
one of them offered air fare
vouchers he had accumulated
and another offered room and
board. A third set of parents
offered to pick him up at the
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airport (45 minutes away)
and take him back and
drive him around in the
interim. If you have a large program, you may experience the same
generosity from your archery parents.
Preparing for Your Sessions If
you book a guest coach, there is
some preparation involved. If individual lessons are involved, you need
to inform people of their availability
and sign up takers for slots in your
schedule. Make sure you tell people
where and when and what the fees
are and how they can pay for the
fees (cash, check, PayPal, etc.). We
provide our Guest Coach a schedule, all addresses, directions, etc. ahead of time if we
can.
If the Guest Coach is coming to take your
class(es), make sure that your students know that
ahead of time and ask them to prepare. The simplest thing to ask them to do is to prepare a list of
things they are working on. (Our lists are always a
minimum of at least three things.) You might also
ask them to prepare questions they could ask the
coach. This is why a handout/flyer is a good thing
for this event as you can provide some background
on your guest coach, which can lead to good questions being asked.
What’s In It For You? We ask this question a lot.
What is in this for you? This sounds like it is more
work than doing your class or lessons yourself, and
you are right about that. But if you manage to get a
really good coach to come give lessons, this can turn
out to be a master class in coaching for you! By all
means, sit nearby and observe your Guest Coach
working. (We recommend you don’t make comments unless asked.) Watching
a master coach go about his or
her business can provide a great
deal of inspiration and ideas for
you to pursue in your coaching.
Take a notebook.
So, this is not all about
“them,” this is also about “you”
and how you become a better
coach.

“If you manage to get a
really good coach to
come give lessons, this
can turn out to be a master class in coaching for
you! By all means, sit
nearby and observe your
Guest Coach working.”
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How to Prepare for
Guest Coaches
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
On occasion, a prominent coach will be offering
lessons in your area. Should you take that offer? Let’s
talk about this.
Some students seem to be embarrassed to attend
such lessons, especially with a prominent coach,
thinking that “Gee, he/she is such a prominent coach
and is used to working with national team members
and such. I don’t shoot well enough to benefit from
such a coach.” You may think the same thing, and you
would be wrong. You need to know that archery
coaches, no matter how prominent, are encouraged to
continue to work with beginners. Even our Olympic
Coach says this. The reason? Working with beginners
reminds coaches of the importance of the fundamentals.
So, now you know that even prominent coaches
will work with almost any archer who is serious about
getting better.
So, does this make such lessons a good idea?
Should I Sign Up?

Certainly you can ask your current coach if he/she
thinks it is a good idea. If you are underage, you really need to consult with your parents, but this is all
about you. If you just want to brag that you had a lesson from a famous coach, we would say, “Don’t bother.” You are wasting your time as well as his/hers. If
you think such a lesson could be inspiring or help you
with problems in your archery or
help you understand what your
regular coach is trying to teach
you, then we say “Go for it!”
Will There Be Fees?

Do realize that coaching archery
is not a charity function. You
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should assume that fees will be charged. We currently have invited a Guest Coach to come to our area and
offer lessons (someone who has coached on the field
at the Olympics and is good at both recurve and compound coaching). He is charging $65/hr for adults
and $50/hr for youths 18 and under. These are quite
reasonable in our area. (We ask coaches to adjust fees
to what are normal for an area.) Coaches of lesser
resume will generally be charging less.
What Kind of Coach is Coming?

If you don’t get a flyer or handout listing the coach’s
accomplishments, check them out with an Internet
search engine. Just search for them by name, adding
the word “archery” (to eliminate all of the people with
the same name who are not archery coaches). You
should be able to see how involved your guest coach is
and what they have accomplished fairly easily.
remember that some coaches are specialists. Some are
best with compound archers, others are best with
Traditional or Olympic Recurve archers. See if this
coaches qualifications match your needs.
Preparing for Your Sessions

If you book a lesson, there is some preparation
involved. The simplest thing to do is to prepare a list
of things you are working on. (Our lists are always a
minimum of at least three things.) Coaches often
start “one off ” sessions by asking
“What are you working on?”
(“One off ” means that this lesson is a “one and done” session
and not part of a regular series of
lessons.) If you can’t answer this
question, you are getting off on
the wrong foot. All of the

“Do realize that coaching
archery is not a charity
function. You should
assume that fees will be
charged.”
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“Don’t make the mistake
of showing up for your
lesson on time!
Show up early!”

Olympic Team members and the
compound pros can answer that
question with no hesitation (as
they are used to answering it).
So, make your list (most important thing on top). Write it in
your notebook. We have had
Guest Coaches ask to see our notebooks.
Another thing you could do is prepare some
questions to ask the coach (again all lists need at least
three items on them). When a lesson is finishing up,
coaches will almost always ask: “Do you have any
other questions?” If you whip out your notebook and
fire one off, you will impress this coach; that’s a guarantee!
The Actual Coaching Session

Don’t make the mistake of showing up for your lesson
on time! Show up early! You want to have all of your
gear set up and you warmed up (stretching, shooting,
etc.) by the start time of your lesson. This is good
advice for all lessons, not just this one. Why would
you want to pay a coaching fee to have a master coach
watch you set up to shoot and than warm up?
In addition, you may get to watch the coach
working with another archer. keep your ears open, you

can learn things this
way.
When the Lesson is Done

These lessons can fly by and, as
quick as “that,” you will be done.
If you just pack up your gear for
the trip home, you will be making a mistake. Find a
chair and take out your notebook. From memory, see
if you can recreate your lesson. Write down all of the
things that your Guest Coach asked you to do during
the lesson. Write down all of the recommendations
the coach made. Write down all of the things he/she
said you were doing well. The more you can write
down, the more information you will have to base
future practices on.
Also, don’t be surprised if your regular coach asks
you about your special coaching session. Get out your
notebook and share what you learned. Your regular
coach may be able to clarify some things you are confused on. Also, your regular coach may be able to follow up with the Guest Coach to get some things that
got confused straightened out.
Going over the lesson with your regular coach
may help you remember some things you forgot, too.

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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